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Join theGiving Revolution



Engage your community in your social mission and have more impact together.





Learn what Glow can do for you
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How Glow works


Giving Circles bring communities together to pool donations and vote to give it away, in a fun, gamified, experience!
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Start a Giving Circle
Create your own projects or select from pre-vetted projects that align with your social mission.
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Invite Others
Invite your community, customers, and employees, to participate and give. The more people, the more impact.
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Vote and follow the stories
Donations are combined and the community votes where to give it away, follow along with monthly impact updates.














What are Giving Circles?









Engage  your community and increase impact  with Glow



Help create a better world.
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Influencers
Engage your fans and community in your social mission.


Learn More
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Nonprofits
10x your impact with community based giving.


Learn More
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Companies
Engage your employees and customers in your social mission.


Learn More
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Schools
Raise money for the projects that matter to your school.


Learn More
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Glow has been pivotal in aligning our company’s values with real-world change, creating a wave of support from employees and customers eager to give back.

Leslie Alexander
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Tarte Cosmetics
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Glow has been transformative for our district, seamlessly rallying community support and funds through the Giving Circle. Our projects have thrived thanks to this innovative app.

Darrell Steward
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Eaton ISD
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You are just a few steps away from joining the giving revolution.



See the impact of your donations. Support the causes you care about.

Pool your funds with like-minded folks.





Get a Demo

















Contact
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info@jointheglow.com
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Join the Glow



Our mission is to connect and empower like-minded donors to create collective impact across the causes they care about.
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Join Our Newsletter
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Subscribe Now


Join our newsletter to find out more about our latest giving circles.
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